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About This Game

You play Sanjuro Makabe, a Mobile Combat Armor (MCA) pilot and Commander in the UCA Security Force. The UCA was
originally formed by three dominant megacorporations (Andra Biomechanics, Armacham Technology Corporation, and Shogo
Industries). Originally intended as a joint venture that would ensure the continued profitability of the three organizations that

founded it, the UCA is now independent, and the dominant military power in existence.
Your mission is to locate and assassinate a rebel leader known only as Gabriel. All of the action takes place either on the planet

Cronus or on the spaceship Leviathan. The Leviathan is the flagship of the UCA and is commanded by Admiral Akkaraju.
Cronus is the only known source of the biologically active material known as Kato, an incredibly powerful energy source

essential to the process by which interstellar travel is possible.
Your deadly enemy is The Fallen, a fanatical terrorist group lead by the mysterious Gabriel, threatens the balance of power on
Cronus, and ultimately, control of Kato. You will fight them on your feet or from within one of the different types of Mobile

Combat Armor, a giant mech which can run, duck, strafe, swim or transform into an ultrafast hovertank.

You will know the true power of giant robots!

Anime-influenced graphics and gameplay design

Fight on foot or pilot a giant mech in both open and urban environments

An interesting storyline with two possible endings
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Title: Shogo: Mobile Armor Division
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy
Developer:
Monolith Productions
Publisher:
Interplay Entertainment Corp.
Release Date: 15 Oct, 1998

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7)

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 482.1 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English
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- I am the fastest - said Gordon. Great game if you're tripping balls. Otherwise its gets repetitive really quickly.. I love the way
this game intentionally prevents me from wasting my time by consistantly automatically crashing after a minute of continuous
game play - thereby reminding me I havce far better games to play. While it was fun trying to figure out how to manualy update
config files to remap my keyboard keys and how to prevent Steam VR from launching for a game that doesn't support VR, the
fun greatly diminished after I was able to play.

0.3 hours working out the controls and lack of VR-related issues. 0.05 hours playing in between crashes. 0.00001 hours of
enjoyment.

I honestly don't recal how I got this game in the first place. It's probably for the best. I only wish I hadn't.. Imagine shooting up
heroin whilst riding a roller-coaster made of crystalline excitement which is going through gargantuan hoops of fire over a
swamp infested with three-headed sharks which have lasers for eyes and chainsaws for fins. That is exactly what Bus Simulator
2012 is not like.

You are initially offered a choice between two settings, "Beginner" or "Expert". Beginner mode is essentially expert mode with
more prompts and sunny weather. Even on the beginner setting there is a steep learning curve, I ended up watching tutorials
online and consulting the manual due to the inadequacy of the limited in-game prompts and lack of help features.

On the plus side the simulation is incredibly in-depth. Every single button on the bus is functional, including for example, all the
switches for the blinds, windows, roof hatches, door locks and suite of climate controls. You also have the capability to fine-
tune many aspects of the bus including brake and steering behavior, such as the brake speed and delay.

The environment and its dynamic effects also add to the sense of realism. For example, if you have the heating on when it's
raining outside the windows can fog up; this can be remedied by turning the air circulator to the defrost position. What's even
more realistic is everyone whinges about the rain as they get on.

On the downside, there are only 2 bus models (articulated and standard) to choose from which I found to be a bit of a let down.
Perhaps a better game title would be "Very-specialised-urban-area-of-Germany-Two-Buses-Simulator 2012".

The game-world is expansive and has a great level of detail. I really felt like a bus driver in Germany which was mildly
depressing. The only thing which detracts from this sense of immersion is the handful of minor AI bugs, but they are rare.
Occasionally when turning a tight corner a car will ram into you from behind which is annoying. On the other hand, it's quite
amusing to see an overturned AI bus - it makes you feel a bit better about your driving abilities.
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Overall graphics are average to decent but require abnormally high specs. It seems far too taxing but it's still playable on lower
settings. The current price of $9.99 seems about right considering the simulation is very in-depth but the game feels unfinished
in some areas.

If you think you will find no enjoyment in driving a simulated bus for an hour then obviously don't buy it, otherwise give it a
shot.

Overall: 6.5/10. Disgusting gaem!?!?!?!. Terrrible port is terrible.

Running on Windows 7 x64 Ultimate, I suffered from frequent instances of the game suddenly forgetting all of the control
bindings, causing the game to be completely uncontrollable -- requiring a close via task manager and a reset of the profile,
preventing any progress in the game.

There are also serious problems with audio quality (which is understandable for an Xbox port, really), including on occasion
dropped sounds and static interference.

I always wanted to play this game, but never had the chance to do so. Unfortunately, that is still the case.. Another great entry in
this casual puzzle series. Many of the levels here are distinctly easier than some of the earlier games, at least that's the
impression I have. Even so, the solutions are still very satisfying. I think this one does have the best background song, which is
available as free DLC, though like the other Zups it's very ethereal. Some may be disappointed at the much more limited
number of achievements, previous games had thousands, but that's not why I play Zup. If you enjoy the series as I do, I very
much recommend the Qop games from the same developer.

5/5. brazilian beast. I remember this game being insanely difficult with no remorse or care for your enjoyment - so I tried it
again thinking it may be easier now that it's running on some major hardware. Well no, it certainly is a hard and tactical as I
remembered it... still an amazing game for its time so it gets my thumbs up.
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LO-OP is a very neat little puzzle game with a simple yet very challenging mechanic. The logic puzzles are partially easy and
partially extremely tough to crack, making this a pretty awesomely balanced experience.

Minimalistic yet very content rich and a great addition to the library of logic puzzle fans.. Not sure where to start. The game is
somewhat ugly, sounds are quite lame. There is no clear pattern of anything (usually what you expect from SHMUPS) but it's...
surprisingly fun and enjoyable. So yes, I'd recommend buying it and giving it a chance. It gets really hard later on.. This is an
excellent game... by far the most rewarding in my collection. The controls are quite difficult to master, but I wouldn't have them
any other way. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys an adrenalin rush, is capable of working as a team, and
enjoys FPS games.

Some others have complained of the levelling system; I think it's actually beneficial. Ensuring that noobs have to use easy-to-use
weapons (e.g. being able to spray) and helpful abilities (like heal) means they're less likely to drag down their teams as they
learn. It also gives a sense of satisfaction and purpose to the game.. BAD GAME. DO NOT LOOSE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY. Also the whole Uplay is a grotesque joke.. Best game ever from NukeGames. The artwork during the cutscenes is
really nice.

The rest is♥♥♥♥♥♥
Worst Painkiller game ever made.

3/10. Tried the easiest thing. just a small video, first the preview window went to black, then all it rendered was a black screen.

I know how to use Premiere and I guess that I'll have to pay more to get better software.. Really amazing demo! I've always
dreamed of playing a VR game that allows me to cast magic spells like Diabolo. This totally meets my satisfaction! Wonderful
graphics! I would definitely pay for this game if it could provide more contents like battling.. Big Action Mega Fight! is a game
that I recommend because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has trading cards
- it has action
- it is indie

Enjoy!
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